The Elixir
scription would have served his fraudulent purpose equally well?
If his object were to enmesh the King, enrich himself, and decamp,
as presumably it was, why was he not content with doves' and
cows' hearts? Here we are on difficult ground, but may presume
that he was psychologist enough to know that the king would
consent, and that the higher and more fantastic his demand, the
greater afterwards would be his reputation. Moreover, it will be
safe to assume that he took up the profession of alchemist because
he enjoyed the power it gave; and the more evilly he could exer-
cise it, the greater his enjoyment. To induce a king to immolate
six thousand persons had therefore a double attraction, the forcing
of his will upon a great personage and the delight he took in the
contemplation of death. He also was a paranoiac and, so, akin to
Thiri-thu-dhamma, The psycho-analyst will show in what they
differed. As laymen we may think that they represented oppo-
sites, for there can be a paranoia of good as well as of evil. The
King's object was to become master of the world so that he might
be its saviour, the Doctor's to become master of kings so that he
might destroy the world. But as to accomplish the first Thiri-thu-
dhamma had to involve himself in the second, the difference between
the opposites disappears and in an absolute sense they are seen to
be identical. In short, paranoia of any form is demoniacal nor
is Manrique so old-fashioned as at first sight appears when he
declares in this connection that both the King and the Doctor were
devils.
The matter having been decided on, Thiri-thu-dhamma issued
instructions to the police to seize six thousand persons. Mil them,
and deliver their hearts to the alchemist. Put thus, the statement
seems almost incredible* Despotic though an Asian king was at that
date, had he the power to give such an order? Surely his com-
mands went out through the proper channel, the minister con-
cerned being made aware of them, probably after consultation,
when he caused them to be written and resubmitted for the royal
&al? That certainly was the way ordinary business was done.
There are numerous references throughout Manrique's narrative
to quite an elaborate secretarial procedure. But the King possessed
a secret police who were subject directly to him. His orders to
them did not go through any minister. In this case, moreover,
when instructing the Chief of Police to procure the hearts, he
enjoined the strictest secrecy. As far as possible the victims should
not be seized before witnesses. Houses should be entered at night
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